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Introduction

The Digital Age has accelerated a proliferation of sensitive data that needs absolute

protection. Accurate and robust identification of individuals in real-time is a fundamental

requirement in many applications including forensics, international border crossing,

financial transactions, and computer security. Every day a variety of organizations pose

identity-related questions such as, Should John be granted a visa? Does Alice already have a

driver's license? Is Cathy the owner of the bank account?. Consequently, the quest for accurate

identification of individuals is of the utmost importance.

Reliable identification of individuals has been a long-standing problem in human society. As

humans became more mobile and populations increased, we needed to start relying on

credentials for person recognition. In early Roman civilization, passwords had long been

viewed as the ideal method of securing information and gaining access to exclusivity . While1

passwords may have been sufficient in ancient Rome, in today's day and age, passwords,

while still in common use, are rife with problems. For example, someone can access a

user's password by gaining their trust . Alternatively, an individual can log a victim's typed2

password characters on a keyboard . Finally, passwords may be hacked or leaked from an3

insecure database . Other knowledge-based authentication schemes such as PINs are also4

prone to such attacks . Token-based authentication, such as certificates, ID cards,5

passports and driver's licenses, are also vulnerable to social engineering attacks and theft.

Furthermore, many economically disadvantaged individuals lack any type of identification

documentation making it difficult for them to access government benefits, healthcare, and

financial services. In addition, an official ID document may be fraudulent or shared with

others .6

6 World  Health  Organization,  “Prevention  not  cure  in  tackling health-care fraud.”, 2011.

5 A.  J.  Aviv,  K.  L.  Gibson,  E.  Mossop,  M.  Blaze,  and  J.  M.  Smith,“Smudge  attacks  on  smartphone  touch  screens.”,  Woot,
2010

4 Microsoft    News,    “WhatsApp    is    leaking mobile    numbers of users in plaintext.”,  2020.
3 The   Quint,   “Hackers   Can   Detect   What   You’re Typing   By Listening  To  You  Type.” , 2019.

2 IT Pro, “Fraudsters use AI voice manipulation to steal £200,000”, 2019

1 T.  R.  Martin,Ancient  Rome:  From  Romulus  to  Justinian. Yale University Press, 2012.
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Biometrics

Biometric recognition, or simply biometrics, refers to automated person recognition based

on an individual's physical or behavioral trait. The word, Biometrics, is derived from the

Greek words bios (life) and metron (measure). Therefore, biometrics implies recognizing

individuals based on measurements of the body (e.g., face, fingerprint and iris). The

accuracy and reliability of biometrics has led to its pervasion into the lives of billions of

human-beings all around the globe through a variety of access-control applications.

In essence, biometrics relies on who you are or how you act as opposed to what you know

(such as passwords) or what you possess (such as ID card).

Indeed, the reliability and convenience of biometrics have led to their widespread adoption

(specifically, in identity management systems) over traditional password or token based

authentication schemes. However, like any security/identity management system, it is also

given that biometric systems will be prone to make incorrect decisions, albeit small, and will

be subjected to attacks. For instance, spoofs are “fake biometric samples” that can be

crafted via 3D printed masks, printed paper, or digital devices (video replay attacks from a

mobile phone) with a goal of enabling a hacker to impersonate a victim’s identity, or

alternatively, obfuscate their own identity. With the rapid proliferation of face

images/videos on the Internet (especially on social media websites, such as Facebook,

Twitter, or LinkedIn), attacking biometric systems is becoming increasingly more

achievable.

In time attendance applications, where biometric systems are heavily employed, “buddy

punching” is another form of attack. Buddy punching occurs when employee A uses

employee B’s spoof artifact to punch in or out when employee B never actually showed up

for work.  Failure to detect spoofs can lead to negative impact on business and also lead to

a major security threat.
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Biometric Recognition Pipeline

A typical biometric recognition system has two stages of operation, namely, the enrollment

stage and the recognition stage. In both stages, first, a biometric sensor (e.g., fingerprint

reader or RGB camera) acquires the biometric trait (e.g., fingerprint, face, palm prints) of a

user in digital form.

During enrollment, the biometric system acquires the biometric trait of an individual,

extracts  compact and salient representation (or feature set) from it and stores the

extracted representation in a database (also known as a template), along with an identifier

associating the representation with an individual.

During recognition, the system once again acquires the biometric trait of an individual,

extracts features from it, and compares this feature set against the templates in the

database in order to determine a match or to verify a claimed identity.

Depending on the objective, biometric recognition systems are typically operated under

one of two scenarios: (i) authentication (1:1 verification) and (ii) search (1:N identification). If

the goal is to verify the claimed identity of an individual, the biometric sample needs to be

compared only to the template corresponding to the claimed identity (1:1 verification). The

identity claim is accepted if the resulting similarity score (also called the match score) is

above a predefined threshold. On the other hand, if the objective is to determine the user’s

identity without the user having to claim an identity, the biometric sample needs to be

compared against all the templates in the database (1:N identification). The result of an

identification operation will be one of the following two decisions: (i) output the identity of

one or more users whose templates exhibit high similarity with the biometric sample, or (ii)

a flag indicating that the biometric sample does not match with the templates of any of the

users already enrolled in the database.

Ideally, the biometric representation should have high inter-class separability, that is,

different users should have very different representations. In addition, the representation

should have very low intra-class variability, that is, two representations from the same user

should be very similar. The representation could be based on handcrafted features (e.g.,

fingerprint minutiae), learned features (e.g., deep face representations), or a combination of
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handcrafted features with learned features (e.g., through feature fusion  or by guiding deep

learning methods via domain knowledge). These two scenarios also leads to the two types

of errors rates used to evaluate the robustness of a biometric recognition system:

False Acceptance Rate (FAR): The FAR denotes the number of times an impostor will

positively match to the genuine user. Typically, FAR indicates the security of the biometric

system. For example, if a palm vein recognition technology boasts an FAR of 0.00008, that

indicates that, on average, only eight out of 100,000 unauthorized persons will falsely gain

access to the system.

False Rejection Rate (FRR): The FRR denotes the number of times a genuine user will be

falsely rejected. Typically, the FRR indicates the convenience of using the biometric system.

For example, if a palm vein recognition technology claims an FRR of 0.01, implies that the

probability of an authorized person falsely denied access to the system is about one in 100

total attempts.

How to choose a biometric trait?

The security and convenience of biometric authentication heavily depends on the chosen

biometric trait. Theoretically, any anatomical, behavioral, or physiological characteristic of

an individual can be used as a biometric trait. However, the choice of a biometric trait

depends on the satisfiability of the following properties: (i) distinctiveness, (ii) permanence,

(iii) universality, (iv) collectability, (v) performance, (vi) user acceptance, (vii) invulnerability,

and (viii) integration. A biometric trait is said to be distinctive if pairs of individuals in the

target population can be differentiated based on this trait. Ideally, a biometric trait or its

representation (extracted features) should be permanent and should retain its

discriminatory power over the lifetime of an individual. Since the distinctiveness and

permanence of a biometric trait constitute the fundamental premise of biometric

recognition, they play a major role in determining the value of biometric traits.

The figure below compares the most common biometric technologies by the two criteria:

security and convenience.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of popular biometric traits and their contribution towards security and

convenience.
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Face Recognition

Automated Face Recognition (AFR) - the software that maps, analyzes, and then confirms

the identity of a face in a photograph or video - is one of the most powerful surveillance

tools ever made. While people interact with AFR systems as a way of unlocking their phones

or sorting their photos, face recognition technologies are currently deployed in many

important applications.

AFR systems are ubiquitous in both commercial and governmental applications. For

instance, it plays a vital role in identity card deduplication to prevent a person from

obtaining multiple ID cards, such as driver’s licenses and passports, under different names.

The United States Department of Homeland Security (DHS), the United States Department

of Defense (DoD), along with the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and Immigration and

Customs Enforcement (ICE) heavily utilize AFR systems to determine friend or foe at

security checkpoints, and to assist law enforcement officers in the field to capture face

images with mobile devices, submit them to face recognition system on central servers,

and quickly identify people who refuse to give their name, provide false information, or are

injured and unresponsive. Face recognition systems are additionally employed for

surveillance and access control to secure locations.

Commercial applications of automatic face recognition are also abundant, including

automatic “tag” suggestions on Facebook, organization of personal photo collections, and

mobile phone unlocking. Automated face recognition systems are routinely employed for

time and attendance systems that are used to track and monitor when employees start

and stop work. A time and attendance system enables an employer to monitor their

employees working hours and late arrivals, early departures, time taken on breaks and

absenteeism.

Compared to other biometric traits such as palm, fingerprint and iris, face offers a number

of advantages: (i) Face trait is much more aligned to how we identify others in our everyday

lives. Therefore, face does not reveal any extraneous sensitive information that people

themselves do not already reveal to the public on a daily basis. Consequently, face

recognition tends to be a more publicly acceptable biometric trait (compared to, say,
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fingerprints which are commonly associated with criminal accusations). (ii) Unlike palm,

fingerprint and iris, no specialized hardware sensors are required; digital cameras are

readily available (i.e., in smartphones) and are relatively inexpensive. (iii) Faces can be

acquired unobtrusively at a distance, and in a covert manner, if required. (iv) Available

large-scale legacy face image datasets (such as passport and driver’s license) ease

benchmarking face recognition performance. (v) In addition to identity, faces also reveal

demographic attributes such as gender, race, and age. (vi) With the recent COVID-19

pandemic, the “touchless” nature of face image acquisition is attractive in both government

and commercial applications.

Challenges in Face Recognition

Even though face recognition systems have enjoyed many successes over the years,

prevailing AFR systems are still plagued by the following confounding factors:

● Pose: Face poses can vary. Changes in poses can cause faces to become

“self-occluded” leading to missing information and poor face recognition

performance.

● Illumination: Variation in lighting conditions (such as indoors vs. outdoors) and other

daily changes (such as time of day and/or weather conditions) can drastically change

a face’s appearance. Illumination across the face varies rapidly due to the shadows

casted at certain angles. These changes are exacerbated when the 3D face in the

real world is acquired and translated into a 2D color image. Depending on the

strength of the illumination, some face features may be exaggerated or may

completely vanish. To a certain degree, changes in illumination can be greatly

accommodated by introducing an infrared sensor.

● Expression: In an unconstrained setting, face images may be acquired without the

knowledge of the subject. Therefore, face images may be captured

mid-conversation and/or while viewing something surprising, upsetting, infuriating,

etc. Such deviations from a neutral (or relaxed) face expression, lead to a

degradation in face recognition performance.

● Occlusion: Many times, faces contain facial accessories such as eyeglasses and

sunglasses. Occluding eye regions can negatively impact face recogni- tion
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performance since these facial regions are highly discriminative. Facial occlusions

are problematic not only because of missing information, but also due to the

extraneous and spurious information introduced. In this instance, visible light

cannot penetrate through the occlusions and becomes part of the facial texture

patterns. Therefore, introducing an infrared sensor can significantly aid in

recognizing occluded faces.

● Aging: Increase time gap between two images of the same individual acquired

multiple years apart, reduces the verification rate of the AFR system.

● Resolution: The quality of face images severely affects face recognition

performance. Face recognition performance on poor quality images is far from

desirable and remains an ongoing challenge for the biometric community. Recent

hardware advancements in camera sensors provide high resolution 720p

images.

Armatura’s Face Recognition Technology

A majority of the aforementioned challenges in automated face recognition systems are

already alleviated by Armatura’s state-of-the-art engineered solutions for both hardware

and software.

For ultimate user experience, Armatura is among the few to combine both powerful

hardware and software in one box! This ensures users spend less time worrying about the

challenges in face recognition technology.

Infrared Light Face Recognition Technology

With the introduction of the Infrared Light sensor technology, Armatura has

positioned itself as a pioneer in the automated face recognition field both in terms

of speed (convenience) and accuracy (security).
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Infrared light is extremely resilient towards illumination changes in the face. Unlike

many other vendors providing AFR systems, Armatura ensures accurate face

recognition even in complete darkness (0.01 lux).

In addition to illumination changes, infrared imagery provides an additional dearth

of information that is crucial for face recognition. For instance, infrared light can

provide discriminatory information even for occluded faces (such as eyeglasses).

Even cues for face anti-spoofing (liveness detection) come for free! For instance,

infrared technology can greatly assist with detecting printed or replayed videos of

faces.

Visible Light Face Recognition Technology

With recent advancements in deep learning approaches, AFR systems are able to achieve

accuracies as high as 99% True Accept Rate (TAR) at 0.1% False Accept Rate (FAR).

Armatura’s FaceLite and FacePro SDK matchers are no exception – with accuracies as high

as 98.6% TAR at FAR = 0.001%.

In addition to accuracy, Armatura’s deep learning based technology offers large volumes of

user enrollment for enterprise customers – for instance, 50,000 face templates can be

stored in Armatura’s FAPVSM-21 hardware module attributed to the highly discriminative

and compact face feature representation.

Compactness & Speed

Armatura’s FaceLite and FacePro SDK matchers provide very fast template extraction

(<350ms) and matching (100ms) speeds. Matching can be performed both under

verification and identification settings and template sizes are only 2K bytes.

Armatura offers two hardware modules: AMT-FAPVSM-21 and AMT-FAM-10 that natively

supports FaceLite and FacePro SDKs. Both hardware solutions are extremely compact –

AMT-FAPVSM-21 at only 62 (L) * 38 (W) * 25.3 (H) mm while AMT-FAM-10 at only 60 (L) * 22

(W) * 18.3 (H) mm.
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Embedded & On-device Face Recognition

Armatura also provides users FaceMobileSDK for matching on smartphones and

other embedded devices. Developers can integrate the FaceMobileSDK on any

Android or iOS application for face recognition. It can perform face feature analysis,

template extraction, and matching on the front-end without requiring any active

internet connection. Unlike other mobile AFR vendors, this vastly reduces cloud

computing resources and costs.

Face Quality

As mentioned earlier, reduction in image and/or face quality drastically reduces

face recognition performance. Armatura solves this problem directly by integrated

face image quality check SDK that evaluates how “good” a face image is when

captured from a digital camera. The SDK assesses the completeness of the face,

and also detects occlusions on the face or head, face makeup, face mask, glasses,

or whether the capture image is re-touched using any additional software (such as

face filters or Adobe Photoshop). Depending on the quality score returned by the

SDK, faces can be filtered before performing AFR matching.

Face Liveness Detection

Both FaceLite and FacePro SDKs effectively detect a fake face from a digital photo,

printed color photo, black and white face image, or a recorded video of a real face.
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Specifications

Armatura packs some incredible specifications such as being able to detect a face in <

50ms, while its Template Extraction Time and Template Matching Time are < 350ms and <

100ms respectively.

AFR Algorithm AMT FaceLite 12.0

SDK Size Android SDK: <15MB
Windows SDK: <130 MB

Template Size 28 KB

Recognition Angle Yaw ≤ ±25°, Pitch ≤ ±25°, Roll ≤ ±25°

Face Detection Time < 50ms

Template Extraction Time < 200ms

Identification Speed < 100ms

Match Mode 1:1 (One-to-One) and 1:N (One-to-Many)

Capacity 6,000 templates

Accuracy TAR=98.6% when FAR=0.001%

OS
Windows XP, 7, and 10 (x86 and x64)
Android 4.1 and above
Linux (provided on request)
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AFR Algorithm AMT FacePro 5.8

SDK Size Android SDK: <100MB
Windows SDK: <200 MB

Template Size 2K Bytes

Recognition Angle Yaw ≤ ±30°, Pitch ≤ ±30°, Roll ≤ ±30°

Face Detection Time < 50ms

Template Extraction Time < 350ms

Identification Speed < 100ms

Match Mode 1:1 (One-to-One) and 1:N (One-to-Many)

Capacity 50,000 templates

Accuracy TAR=98.2% when FAR=0.03%

OS
Windows XP, 7, and 10 (x86 and x64)
Android 4.1 and above
Linux (provided on request)

Field of Applications

Armatura’s face recognition technology is highly secure and impenetrable. Moreover, its

contactless feature gives it a hygienic edge over other biometric authentication

technologies. In times like a pandemic, this is of utmost importance to prevent the spread

of germs that occur due to repeated touching of devices. This solution can also be applied

to various practical scenarios such as hospitals, educational institutes, factories,

construction sites, shopping malls, IT parks, public transportation, banks, business

organizations, small to medium enterprises, government organizations and so on.
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